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Who am I?

Work:
• 13 years in Banking (USA)
• 3 years in Brand Management 

(Germany)
• Past 15 years in Management 

Education 
(Hungary, Romania, Netherlands)

• 25+ years in Marketing & Strategy

Countries:
• USA
• Sweden (University)
• Germany
• Romania
• Hungary
• Netherlands
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You and Caucasus University
• Introduce yourself:

– Name
– Title / Role
– Your personal goals for this week’s course

• Round Table Discussion:
– What is your department’s current strategy?
– Why is your department doing this project with MSM?
– What have you learned so far?
– What do you want to get from my courses this week?
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Strategic Marketing
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Marketing vs. Advertising
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Marketing vs. Advertising
Advertising -

A small part of 
Promotion

4Ps
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What is Marketing?
“The management process which identifies, anticipates and supplies customer requirements efficiently and

profitably”

(UK Chartered Institute of Marketing)

“An organizational function and a set of processes for creating, communicating and delivering value to

customers and for managing customer relationships in ways that benefit the organization and its

stakeholders.”

(American Marketing Association)

Emphasis: meeting customers’ value expectations in order to deliver profit.
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1. Identifying and meeting 
human and social needs

2. Meeting needs profitably 

What is Marketing?
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“Going to Market” 
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THE MOST IMPORTANT SLIDES…
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The Value Equation (01:17)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYThUAy2yno

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=nYThUAy2yno
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The Value Equation (01:37)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huCFd-7gkk8

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=huCFd-7gkk8
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Marketing vs. Advertising
Advertising -

A small part of 
Promotion

4Ps
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The Communication Process
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Oliver’s Modified Communication/Marketing Process

Important Slide #1
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The Value Equation
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Important Slide #2

Value = Perceived Benefits / Cost
(V=PB/C)

If Value is greater than or equal to 1, 
then a customer will tend to purchase the product,
given:

1. The customer is aware of the product
2. There are no substitutes for which Value is even greater than your product.
3. The customer can afford the Cost of the product

» Benefits = Perceived Benefits
• Function(s)
• Status
• Brand
• Other?
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Elements of the Value Equation

Philip Kotler, A Framework for Marketing Management, 2003, p. 39
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Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
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Article:
The Elements 
of Value
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DESIGNING THE MARKETING PROGRAM
(AKA – FINALLY… THE 4 P’S!)
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The Famous 4 P’s
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The 7 Ps of Marketing
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People

• Individuals on 
marketing 
activities

• Individuals on 
customer 
contact

• Recruitment
• Culture/image
• Training and 

skills
• Remuneration

Process

• Customer focus
• Business-led
• IT-supported
• Design features
• Research and 

development

Physical 
Evidence

• Sales/staff 
contact 
experience of 
brand

• Product 
packaging

• Online 
experience

• Physical 
environment 
(buildings)
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LET’S TALK ABOUT BRANDING…
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Here is my vision of a Brand
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In summary, what is a brand?
The promise you make as one
organization that shapes your
relationship with all your
stakeholders.

…and how that promise is
delivered.
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Why Worry About Branding?
Ø Strong brands can

• Create sustainable competitive advantage
• Increase demand and market share
•Attract premium pricing
• Drive revenue growth
• Improve profitability
• Help avoid commoditization

• Salt
• Help diversification efforts
• Reduce business risk

Ø Brands account for almost one-third of the
value of Fortune 500 companies
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Why Worry About Branding?

Ø “If this business were split up, I would give you
the land and bricks and mortar, and I would take
the brands and trade marks, and I would fare
better than you.”

(John Stuart, Chairman of Quaker, 1900)
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Public relations
Possible PR methods
• Event sponsorship
• Prizes at events
• Press releases
• Announcements
• Lobbying
• CSR

Possible PR targets
• Employees 
• Shareholders
• Suppliers
• Customers
• General public
• Governments
• Financial markets
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MsM Romania – MBA Master Class
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Social media - relevance

• It's where the content is/gets shared and content is everything online
• It's where most people will be in the very near future if not already today (and 

that includes your clients and their families)
• Is where conversations happen and conversations have become essential for 

marketing and brand promotion
• Is kind to early adopters and complicated to late bloomers 

• It is huge 
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TransactionChoice Information 
evaluation

Need
identificationAwareness 

Mass media Direct and 
personal selling

POS, 
in-store promotion

Online marketing

Figure 17.5 - Hollensen

BUYING PROCESS OF CUSTOMERS
TRADITIONAL VS. ONLINE
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Cost effectiveness by 
buyer readiness stage
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UPDATED 
2.45 billion 
(Oct. 2019)*

https://www.statista.com/statistics/264810/number-of-monthly-active-facebook-users-worldwide/
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Tourism Sector Supply Chain
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Global Tourism Value Chain
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Coopetition

• A tourism destination may be seen as a series of action 
areas where institutions provide governance arrangements 
that support collaboration and competition at the same 
time.

• …[S]takeholders in a tourism destination cooperate in 
achieving mutual goals and, at the same time, compete 
with each other to obtain individual benefits (Bengtsson 
and Kock 2000; Zineldin 2004)

Damayanti, Maya & Scott, Noel & Ruhanen, Lisa. (2019). Coopetition for Tourism Destination Policy and Governance: The 

Century of Local Power?: Innovation and Sustainability. 10.1007/978-3-319-89941-1_15. 
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Travel Cards as Coopetition

https://www.budapestinfo.hu/places-of-acceptance-2?year=2019

https://www.budapestinfo.hu/places-of-acceptance-2%3Fyear=2019
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Service Encounter Stage

23-May-16 59
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Service Encounter Stage - Overview

23-May-16 60

Pre-purchase Stage

Service Encounter 
Stage

Post-encounter Stage

● Service encounters range from high-
to low-contact

● Understanding the servuction
system

● Theater as a metaphor for service 
delivery: An integrative perspective

èService facilities

èPersonnel

èRole and script theories
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Service Encounter Stage
• Service encounter – a period of time during which a customer interacts directly 

with the service provider
– Might be brief or extend over a period of time (e.g., a phone call or visit to the hospital)

• Models and frameworks:
1. “Moments of Truth” – importance of managing touchpoints
2. High/low contact model – extent and nature of contact points
3. Servuction model – variations of interactions
4. Theater metaphor – “staging” service performances

23-May-16 61
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Moments of Truth

23-May-16 62

“[W]e could say that the perceived quality is realized at the 
moment of truth, when the service provider and the service 

customer confront one another in the arena. At that moment they 
are very much on their own… It is the skill, the motivation, and 

the tools employed by the firm’s representative and the 
expectations and behavior of the client which together will create 

the service delivery process.”

Richard Normann
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Service Encounters Range from 
High-Contact to Low-Contact 

23-May-16 63
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Distinctions between High-Contact and Low-
Contact Services

• High-Contact Services
– Customers visit service facility and 

remain throughout service delivery
– Active contact
– Includes most people-processing 

services

• Low-Contact Services
– Little or no physical contact
– Contact usually at arm’s length 

through electronic or physical 
distribution channels

– Facilitated by new technologies

23-May-16 64
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The Servuction System 

23-May-16 65

Source: Adapted and expanded from an original concept by 
Eric Langeard and Pierre Eiglier
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The Servuction System:
Service Production and Delivery

• Servuction System: visible front stage and invisible backstage
• Service Operations

– Technical core where inputs are processed and service elements created  
– Contact people
– Inanimate environment

• Service Delivery
– Where “final assembly” of service elements takes place and service is delivered
– Includes customer interactions with operations and other customers

23-May-16 66
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Theater as a Metaphor for 
Service Delivery

23-May-16 67

“All the world’s a stage and all the men 
and women merely players. They have 
their exits and their entrances and each 

man in his time plays many parts.”

William Shakespeare
As You Like It
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Theatrical Metaphor: 
an Integrative Perspective

Good metaphor as service delivery is a series of events that customers experience as a 
performance

23-May-16 68

Service facilities
• Stage on which drama 

unfolds
• This may change from one 

act to another 

Personnel
• Front stage personnel are 

like members of a cast
• Backstage personnel are 

support production team

Roles 
• Like actors, employees 

have roles to play and 
behave in specific ways

Scripts
• Specifies the sequences of 

behavior for customers 
and employees
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Implications of Customer Participation in Service 
Delivery

• Greater need for information/training
– Help customers to perform well, get desired results

• Customers should be given a realistic service preview in advance of 
service delivery
– This allows them to have a clear idea of their expected role and their script in 

this whole experience
– Manages expectations and emotions

23-May-16 69
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The Gaps Model
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Six Service Quality Gaps
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Suggestions for Closing the
Six Service Quality Gaps
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Suggestions for Closing the
Six Service Quality Gaps
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Suggestions for Closing the
Six Service Quality Gaps
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Suggestions for Closing the
Six Service Quality Gaps
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Six Service Quality Gaps
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Post-Encounter Stage

23-May-16 77
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Post-purchase Stage - Overview

23-May-16 78

Pre-purchase Stage

Service Encounter 
Stage

Post-encounter Stage

● Evaluation of service 
performance

● Future intentions
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Customer Satisfaction with 
Service Experience

• Satisfaction: attitude-like judgment following a service purchase or series of 
service interactions

– Whereby customers have expectations prior to consumption, observe service performance, 
compare it to expectations

• Satisfaction judgments are based on this comparison
– Positive disconfirmation (better) 
– Confirmation (same) 
– Negative disconfirmation (worse)

23-May-16 79
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Customer Delight:
Going Beyond Satisfaction

• Research shows that delight is a function of three components
– Unexpectedly high levels of performance
– Arousal (e.g., surprise, excitement)
– Positive affect (e.g., pleasure, joy, or happiness)

• Strategic links exist between customer satisfaction and corporate performance
– By creating more value for customers (increased satisfaction), the firm creates more value for 

the owners

23-May-16 80
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Summary

23-May-16 81

Pre-purchase 
Stage

Service Encounter 
Stage

Post-encounter 
Stage

• In evaluating service 
performance, customers can have 
expectations positively 
disconfirmed, confirmed, or 
negatively disconfirmed

• Unexpectedly high levels of 
performance, arousal, and 
positive affect are likely to lead 
to delight 

• Moments of Truth: importance of 
effectively managing touchpoints

• High/low contact service model –
understanding the extent and 
nature of contact points                

• Servuction model – variations of 
interactions

• Theater metaphor – “staging” 
service performances

• Key Steps
1. Need arousal
2. Information search
3. Evaluation of alternative 

solutions
4. Purchase decision

• Customers face perceived risks 
which marketers should reduce 
with some strategic responses

• Zone of tolerance: Adequate to 
desired. Dissatisfaction if service 
level falls below adequate level.
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Understanding Consumer 
Reponses to 

Service Environments
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The Mehrabian-Russell 
Stimulus-Response Model 

Response/Behaviors:
Approach Avoidance 

& Cognitive 
Processes

Environmental Stimuli 
and Cognitive 

Processes

Dimensions of 
Affect:

Pleasure and 
Arousal

Feelings Are a Key Driver of Customer 
Responses to Service Environments 
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Insights from Mehrabian-Russell 
Stimulus-Response Model

It is a simple yet fundamental model of how people respond to environments that 
illustrates: 
• The environment, its conscious and unconscious perceptions, and interpretation 

influence how people feel in that environment
• Feelings, rather than perceptions/thoughts drive behavior
• Typical outcome variable is ‘approach’ or ‘avoidance’ of an environment, but other 

possible outcomes can be added to model
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Are your customers REALLY welcome?

09-Dec-14 85
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The Russell Model of Affect
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Insights from Russell’s Model of Affect
• Emotional responses to environments can be described along two main dimensions:

– Pleasure: subjective, depending on how much individual likes or dislikes environment
– Arousal: how stimulated individual feels, depends largely on information rate or load of an environment

• Separates cognitive emotions from emotional dimensions
• Advantage: simple, direct approach to customers’ feelings

– Firms can set targets for affective states
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Drivers of Affect
• Caused by perceptions and cognitive processes of any degree of complexity
• Determines how people feel in a service setting
• If higher levels of cognitive processes are triggered, the interpretation of this 

process determines people’s feelings
• The more complex a cognitive process becomes, the more powerful its potential 

impact on affect
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Behavioral Consequence of Affect 
• Pleasant environments result in approach, whereas unpleasant ones result in avoidance
• Arousal amplifies the basic effect of pleasure on behavior

– If environment is pleasant, increasing arousal can generate excitement, leading to a stronger positive 
consumer response

– If environment is unpleasant, increasing arousal level will move customers into the “distressed” region 
• Feelings during service encounters are an important driver of customer loyalty
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What is Service Quality?
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Different Perspectives of Service Quality

Transcendent:
• Quality = Excellence.  

Recognized only through 
experience 

Manufacturing-
based:
• Quality is in conformance 

to the firm’s developed 
specifications

User-based:
• Quality lies in the eyes of 

the beholder

Value-based:
• Quality is a trade-off 

between price and value
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Dimensions of Service Quality

• Appearance of physical elementsTangibles

• Dependable and accurate 
performanceReliability

• Promptness; helpfulnessResponsiveness

• Competence, courtesy, credibility, 
securityAssurance

• Easy access, good communication, 
understanding of customerEmpathy
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Tools to Analyze and 
Address Service Quality 

Problems
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Tools to Analyze and Address 
Service Quality Problems

• Fishbone diagram
– Cause-and-effect diagram to identify potential causes of problems

• Pareto Chart
– Separating the trivial from the important. Often, a majority of  problems are caused by a 

minority of causes (i.e., the 80/20 rule)
• Blueprinting

– Visualization of service delivery, identifying points where failures     are most likely to 
occur 
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Cause-and-Effect Chart for 
Flight Departure Delays
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Analysis of Causes of Flight Departure Delays
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Blueprinting
• Depicts sequence of front-stage interactions experienced by customers plus supporting 

backstage activities

• Used to identify potential fail points 

– where failures are most likely to appear 

• Shows how failures at one point can have a ripple effect 

• Managers can identify points which need urgent attention

– Important first step in preventing service quality problems


